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of Solutions of the Porous Media

Continuity

Equation.

B. H. GILDING - L. A. PELETIER

1. - Introduction.
In a recent paper [3] Aronson and Peletier studied the large time
behaviour of solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the porous media equation in an arbitrary number of space dimensions. To be explicit they considered the following problem. Let S? denote an open bounded connected
domain in RN (N &#x3E; 1) and let wo E C(D) be a given nonnegative function.
Then solve the porous media equation

where :m &#x3E; 1

is

a

fixed real

to the

number, subject

boundary conditions

proved that problem (1)-(3) has a unique solution defined in
some generalized sense if u’ E CI(D) and uo
0 on 9D, and proceeded to
establish the asymptotic behaviour of this solution. As however the latter
problem was their main area of interest the authors did not dwell on the
regularity of their generalized solution. They conjectured, in fact, that
such solutions were continuous, but did not prove so. In this note we shall
prove this conjecture. In addition we shall establish the existence of a
generalized solution if only uo E’ C(Q) and uo 0 on aS2.
Throughout the remainder of this note we shall adhere to the following
notation, Q Q x (01 C)O)l s aD x (0, oo) and r== aQ.
It is now well established [8] that problem (1)-(3) admits solutions only
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=
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in some generalized sense. Following Aronson and Peletier
fore introduce the notion of a weak solution.

DEFINITION. A nonnegative
weak solution of problem (1)-(3)

(i) V(um) exists in the

f or

of distributiong

sense

any bounded measurable subset

(ii)

for

function u(0153, t) defined
if:

any

u

satisfies

the

in

Q

in

[3]

we

Q is said

there-

to be

a

and

Q’ of Q ;

identity

function 99 E Cl(Q)

which vanishes

(iii) given any point (xo, to)

E

on

8 and

for large t;

S

any classical solution of problem (1)-(3) satisfying (4) is a weak
solution.
In the following two sections of this note we shall discuss the uniqueness
and existence, respectively, of weak solutions of problem (1)-(3), and in
the final section the regularity. The reader interested in rather more general
aspects and «the state of the art » of problems involving the porous media
equation is referred to the recent survey paper [8].

Clearly

2. -

Uniqueness.

THEOREM 1.

Problem

(1)-(3) has

at most

one

weak solutio%.

PROOF. As stated in [3] the proof of this theorem is a direct extension
of the proof for the one-dimensional case given in [7].
Suppose that there are two such solutions u, and u2. Then by (5)
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for all E CI(Q) which vanish on S and for large t. It follows that (7) continues to hold for all functions q; which vanish on S and for large t such
that q;tt and Vq exist in the sense of distributions in Q and

In

particular (7)
by

continues to hold for the test

function

defined for any

T &#x3E; 0

r

Substituting q

in

-

(7) yields

Hence Ul = uz almost

everywhere

in

Q.

’

3. - Existence.
As in [3] we shall establish conditions under which we may construct
weak solution of problem (1)-(3) as the limit of a decreasing sequence of
classical solutions of (1) in Q. To do this we shall assume that M2 E 02+0153
0
for some a E (o,1), but, rather than assuming that u§l E 01(Q) and uo(:v)
for 0153 E 8Q, as was done in [3], we shall merely assume that u, c C(D) and
uo(x) 0 for z E 8Q. Thus our results generalize those of [3].
To begin, we follow [3]. We construct a sequence of functions u,, E C’(D),
p&#x3E;ly with the following properties:
a

=

=

662

To show that such a sequence exists, we must first introduce some notation. For 6 &#x3E; 0 let D,3
Ix E RN: j.r - roo I ð for some xo E 8Q). Define
the function
=

and for

8

&#x3E; 0 set

Now for fixed p &#x3E; 1, since Uo E C(D), u,(x)
pact, there exists a (5, &#x3E; 0 such that

Hence if

we

we

observe

=

0 for mE 3D and aS2 is

com-

define the function

that Vj) is continuous

in RN and

We then set

where c,

It is

is chosen

so

small that 0 C Ep

6,,

and

easily verified, in view of the fact that 8, 6, and the standard propermorifiers, that the functions U01J so defined satisfy (8)-(10), cf. [3].

ties of
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Consider

now

the

problem

Since aD E 02+lX, a E (0, 1) and the compatibility condition (10) is satisfied
for each p &#x3E; 1, problem (1l)-(13) has a unique solution U" C- C2,.(Q) [6, p. 452].
Moreover, if

by

the standard maximum

principle

and

for all

p;;&#x3E; 1. Hence

we

may define the function

We assert that the function u defined in (15) is the weak solution we
seek. To show that this is indeed the case we first observe that by (14),
0 u M in Q. Moreover, multiplying (11) by z., == ur;:_p-m and integrating
by parts over 92 X (0, T], for some 7: &#x3E; 0, one obtains

Thus since r was arbitrary,, V(u;) is uniformly bounded in
lows that {V(u’)} has a weakly convergent subsequence in
to some limit ’lJl.

L2(Q). It folL2(Q), tending

664

standard argument [3] V
V(u-) and therefore the whole sequence
in
tends
L2(Q). Hence V(u-) exists in the sense of
to 1p weakly
fV(u’n)}
distributions in Q and by (16)

By

a

=

Thus u satisfies the condition (i) ((4)) of a weak solution of problem (1)-(3).
To show that u satisfies the remaining conditions (ii) and (iii) required
of a weak solution of problem (1)-(3) is now straightforward. The second
condition follows since u, is a classical solution of problem (11)-(13) for any
p&#x3E;l and uo, - uo pointwise in Q, u, - u pointwise in Q and V(u’) -+ V(um)
weakly in L2(Q) as p - oo. The third condition follows since for any

(xo, to) E 8, p &#x3E; 1,

as p was arbitrary, (6) holds.
Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Hence,

THEOREM 2.

Supp08e that Q is a bounded open connected subset of RN,
0
E C2+", a E (0, 1). Then if Uo E O(lJ) satisfies uo(x)
N&#x3E; 1,
has
at
least
one
solution.
E
for z aQ, problems (l)-(3)
8uch that 81ii

By Theorem

4. -

1 this solution is

=

unique.

Regularity.

In this final section we shall show that the solution of problem (1)-(3)
constructed in Theorem 2 is continuous in Q. In the case N == 1 the interior
continuity follows from the work of Aronson [1] and Gilding [5]. In the
case N &#x3E; 1 to prove interior continuity we shall follow an approach advocated by Caffarelli and Friedman [4] which relies on an a priori estimate
of solutions of (1) of a type recently discovered for the Cauchy problem
by Aronson and Benilan [2]. We shall, for the time being, postpone the
proof of continuity up to F. Throughout the following discussion we shall
work with a solution up of problem (11)-(13), but for convenience we shall
drop the subscript p.
To begin we derive the Aronson-Benilan type inequality which is independent of the dimension N.
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LF,XMA 1. Let u be

PROOF
Then

a

solution

o f problem (11)-(13).

[4]. Consider the function z

for all

Moreover,

since

Hence by

the standard maximum

of

u(x, t)

=

1 /p

=

tut +

Then

(1/(m - 1)) u

defined in

Q.

(x, t) E S,

principle,

Henceforth we shall assume that N&#x3E;2. Let B(x,.; e) denote the ball
radius to centred at xo in RN, and for a function f defined in B(x.; e) set

whereIB(x,,; e)
the

is the N-dimensional

measure

of B(x,; e).

We shall

following identity.
LEMMA 2. Let

Then

given

any

G(r; (1, N)

denote the Green

f unction f defined

where

Observe that G &#x3E; 0 in

B(0 ; e).

in

function defined by

C2(B(x,; e))

use
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The

proof
following

continuity of the weak solution in Q rests on
complementary inequalities derived from a combinaand 2. The first relates u(xo, to) to f um(0153, to)dx for

of the interior

the
tion of Lemmas 1
two

B(xo; e)

(xo, to) E Q
for some (xo, to)
some

LEMMA 3.

B(xo; e)

c

and e &#x3E; 0, and the second
t
E Q, o &#x3E; 0 and 0
to.

Let

relatesB(xo;e)
f u-(x, t)dx

and suppose that e is chosen

(xo, to) E Q

so

to

u(xo, to)

small that

Q. Then

PROOF. Set v(x)
Then for x E B(xo;

um(x, to) + (Mf2N(m -1) to) B0153 - XOB2.
e)

=

Hence

by (17).

by

and suppose that e i.s chosen so small that
Then there exists a constant bN , which only depends on N,

LIF,MMA 4. Let

B(xo; e)

c

Q.

Lemma 2

(xo, to) E Q

such that

for

all t

E

PROOF.

(0, to).
By Lemma

for all t &#x3E; 0. However,

2

by (17)

for all x E Q and 0 t, t..

Hence

we

may substitute

(19)

in

(18) and

667

integrate

for all

with

respect

to t to derive

t E (0, to). Applying

the

mean

value

theorem, this yields

Lemmas 3 and 4 form the basis of the proof of the interior continuity
of the weak solution of problem (1)-(3) following the method of Caffarelli
and Friedman [4], although the Aronson-Benilan type inequality (Lemma 1)
will be used once more in the following lemma. The remainder of the proof
is however rather technical and we shall need to introduce some further
notation.
To begin we pick a function or E C1(- 00, oo) with the following properties:

An

f or

example

large

of such

x.

Let d &#x3E; 0 and

Furthermore,

let

a

function is

given by [4]:
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Fix a point
the set

Note that

(x,, to) E Q’.

For any

Rk c Q. Finally

Throughout

the

following

positive integer k such

that 2-kd define

set

discussion

we

shall

LEMMA 5. There exists a positive integer
all three depending only on m, M, N and

keep (ro, to) E Q’ fixed.

ko and positive constants C. and 0,L,
d, such that if

then

where

for

all k &#x3E; ko such that

PROOF. To begin with choose k,, so large that 2-k1 I d. Then
and moreover to - 2-2k &#x3E; Ito &#x3E; id2 for all k &#x3E; k,. Secondly choose
such that c1(k2)1. Then we observe that for all k&#x3E;k2 and xEB(0153o;

Thus

by

Lemma 3 and the definition of ,uk

RkcQ
k2&#x3E; k1

!2-k):
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for

and

all x c- B(x,,,; 12-k )

for all k &#x3E; k, - Thus
then

We

now

k &#x3E; k,.

However

combining (20)

choose k. &#x3E; ka

so

large

and

(21)

by

Lemma 4

we

find that if

um(xo, to} (j2(k),

that

and

have then obtained

Summarizing

we

for

and k &#x3E; k, such that um(0153o, to) ()’2(k).
such that um(xo, to) ()’2(k) define the variables

all x c- B(x(,; 12-k),
For

k &#x3E; k.

and consider the function

in the domain

and

(y, s)

E D

=

B(O; 1) x (-1, 1].

by (22)

Moreover, if

we

define the operator

Observe that
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then

where we have used Lemma 1 once again.
If we now represent z in terms of the Green function for t in
obtain, as in [4] with (23)-(25), that

for

(y’, s’) e B(0; l) X (-l, 2], where O2
only depend on Land D, i.e. only on m,

it follows that if

we

choose

ko’&#x3E; ka

and set

Co = I C,

for all

(y’,s’)EB(O;!)X(-!,!]

only

m,

M,

N and

then

for

all k such that

and 03 are positive constants which
M and N. Noting that 01(12(k) Ak,

large that

and k&#x3E;k,, such that um(xo,to)G2(k).
and t completes the proof of Lemma 5.
to Lemma 5 we have the following result.

LEMMA 6. There exists
on

we

then

to the variables

Returning
As a corollary

so

D,

d,

a

x

positive integer k* and a constant C,
if

such that

both

depending
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PROOF.

Continuing

from Lemma

for all k &#x3E; k*. Then set C

In particular
that U-(Xo, t,)

f.l:C(J2(k*).

and therefore

by

by (28).
We

or2 (k),

we can

all

k* &#x3E; ko

so

large that

max {C,,, Mma-2(k*)}. Plainly

If however
by definition

(26) holds for

then

some

k &#x3E; k*

such

Lemma 5

true for all k for which (27) holds.
at the heart of the matter. Define the modulus of cona)

by

state the

following

LEMMA 7. There exists
and d, such that

f or

choose

by induction (26) is

Thus

are now

tinuity function

Then

then

=

5,

a

result.

constant

C, which only depends

on

N,

m, M

(x, t) E Q.

PROOF. Let k* denote the positive
defined in Lemma 6. Then choose C

Note that this

implies by

integer and 0
so large that

the definition of C that

the

positive

constant

672

um(xo, to}:&#x3E; (12(k*), (29) holds by (31). On the other hand if um(xo, to)
a2 (k*) and (x, t) 0 B., then (29) also holds by (31). It remains therefore
to show that (29) holds when um(xo, to)
(12(k*) and (x, t) E R,. In this
Now if

case we

Then

by

Finally,

define

k &#x3E; k*

such that

Lemma 6 and

suppose

k &#x3E; k*,

(30)

and

we

obtain for (x, t )

k &#x3E; k &#x3E; k* -

E

Then for

.Rk

(x, t)

E

Rk"",Rk+l,

Since C does not depend on k, it follows that this inequality in fact holds
Bk.BBi. This completes the proof.
The proof of the continuity of the weak solution of problem (1)-(3) in Q’
may now be continued following Caffarelli and Friedman [4]. However
these authors were particularly concerned with deriving a global modulus
of continuity and the proof is extremely technical. Instead, as we are
concerned only in proving continuity in the most general sense, we shall
take a short cut proceeding directly from Lemma 7.
We reintroduce now the subscripts p in the solution of problem (11)-(13).
Lemma 7 states that given any points (Xl,t1), (x2, t2) E Q’ and p&#x3E;l there
exists a constant C depending only on m, M, N and d such that
in

and

taking the limit, (32) and (33) also hold for the weak solution u of
problem (1)-(3). Now if U(XI, t1) 0 the continuity of u at (x,, tl) follows
immediately from (33). On the other hand if u(ri, t1) &#x3E; 0 then by (32)r
Thus

=

673

In other words u is uniformly bounded away from zero in a neighbourhood J6
of (x,, t,). Particularly the decreasing sequence of functions u, is uniformly
bounded away from zero in J6. Thus in fact, by the standard theory for
uniformly parabolic equations there exists a second neighbourhood of
(x,, tl), Jeo c Je such that u, is uniformly bounded in C2+Ø(JeO) for some
fl E (0, 1). Subsequently U E C2+,O(Jeo) . Finally then u is continuous at (x,, tl)
in either case.
Since G’c Q and d &#x3E; 0 were arbitrary this shows that u is continuous
in Q when N&#x3E;2. When N =I the continuity follows from [1] and [5].
The continuity of u up to S is a consequence of the definition of a weak
solution. To show that u is continuous in Q it therefore remains to show
that u is continuous down to the time t
0, and to do this it is clearly
=

sufficient to show that

given

any xo

e Q

and

Now, plainly

for any

p&#x3E;l,

Thus (34) holds. On the other hand since u is nonnegative (35) holds at
0. It remains therefore to prove
those points xo E o for which uo(xo)
that (35) holds at those points xo E Q such that u,,(x,,) &#x3E; 0.
Let x,, c- D be such that uo(xo) &#x3E; 0 and pick E E (0, u,,(x,,)). Then by
the continuity of i«o there exists a 6 &#x3E; 0 such that
=

Now

we

define

where [/I,

=

an

max

instantaneous

{0, fl, it

-

point

source

solution of (1)

{m - (N - 2)INI-l,

such that
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by

7:

are

chosen
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and

and

we

For

p&#x3E;1

choose T &#x3E; 0 such that

set

Now w, is the maximum

of two smooth solutions of

(1).

Moreover

and

Hence

the standard maximum

by

principle

It follows that

and hence that

Since

ê

&#x3E; 0 was

following

arbitrary

this

THEOREDZ 3.

for

the

proof

of

(35) and thus of the

theorem.

Suppose

that Q is

N&#x3E; 1,, such that ’ðQ c C2+cX,,
x E

completes

8Q,

the weak solution

a E

of

bounded open connected subset of
Then if uo E C(lJ) satisfies uo(0153)
problem (1)-(3) is continuous in Q.
ac

(0, 1).

RN,
=

0
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